THE KORBEL
Hi! By now you have already read three of my adventure episodes. In this book we shall take a look at...

What my planet, my people and the origins of things are, in this planet called planet Thundarr.

Let's being with the strange looking fonts on this page. Those are called Thun-letters. The language is...

The Beginning

...called Thunda-li. But of course for you all we speak English for understanding each other. My master is always right and I have no doubts!
These are the extracts from the pages of Korble

This page is in Thundali I we or rather I will be translating this page for you in the very next page so be patient and in the meantime enjoy this page.

The Beginning

It all began when a lump of rocks began to bump with each other as a result a light was produced this light resulted in the formation of a big round stone this stone revolved in an arc and gathered a ring of light then the light was absorbed from the light ball.

Soon air was formed and soon water was formed from the air this air gave rise to trees trees lived for awhile but soon the soil gave rise to the soil men and the first human appeared in the place that is now called planet Thundarr.
SOON AIR WAS FORMED AND SOON WATER WAS FORMED FROM THE AIR THIS AIR GAVE RISE TO TREES TREES LIVED ALONE FOR AWHILE BUT SOON THE SOIL GAVE RISE TO THE SOIL MEN AND THE FIRST HUemen APPEARED IN THE PLANET NOW CALLED PLANET THUNDARR
**Title:**

**Description:**

The image contains two characters drawn in a comic or manga style. The character on the left has short hair and a serious expression, while the character on the right has longer, wavy hair and is looking to the side. The background is not clearly visible due to the angle and composition of the image. There are no visible text elements within the image. The overall aesthetic suggests a narrative or story element common in comic or manga art.
THE HUEMEN SOIL MEN & SOIL WOMEN WERE RAISED TOGETHER FROM THE SOIL OF THE PLANET - THEIR BODY ARE COMPOSED OF SOIL MIXED WITH A LIQUID BROWN IN COLOR CALLED BROWMEE LIQUID - THEIR BODY ALSO HAS HARD SKELETAL SUPPORT MADE OF HARD SOILS

THEY NEED AIR & WATER IN ORDER TO KEEP THEIR SOIL MADE FLESH FRESH - IT IS TAKEN BY THE OPENING IN THE FACE - IT IS USED BY THE HUEMEN BODY AND EXCRETED OUT FROM THE OPENINGS OF THE BOTTOM AS BOTH SOLID & LIQUID WATER-BASED ONLY WASTAGE

THE MENS HAVE SOIL GROWERS ON THEIR BOTTOMS WHICH IS INSERTED ONTO THE WOMENS OPENING AT THE BOTTOM - BY INSERTING THE MEN PRODUCER IT IS TRANSMITTED INTO THE WOMEN - THE WOMEN ALSO HAVE WATER MIXED WITH AIR ON THEIR CHEST BREASTS - THIS IS TO PROVIDE FOR FEEDING THE CHILD WHICH IS PRODUCED AT FIVE MONTHS TIME

ONE YEAR HAS FIFTY DAYS AND FIFTY NIGHTS AND ONE DAY AND NIGHT HAS TWENTY HOURS ONE MONTH HAS TWENTY DAYS

IF A WOMEN HUEMEN DOES NOT WANT HER BOTTOM OPENING TO OPEN IT DOES NOT OPEN - A WOMEN HAS FULL CONTROL OVER HER SEXUAL ORGANS MUSCLE

ALL THE THINKING AND THE CHARACTERISTIC OF SOIL MEN IS CONTROLLED BY THE CONTROLLER LOCATED INSIDE THEIR HEAD SKULL - THIS CONTROLLER IS MADE UP OF ORGANIC CRYSTAL
In this page we are showing you just one of the many different types of soilmen and women of the planet Thundarr. This is one of the women from the Warrior Dames of the Thundarr forest.

The Soil Women of the Warrior Dames
AND THIS IS THUNDARR CITY WHERE MY DEFENSE ENFORCEMENT CENTER OR DEC HEADQUARTER WAS LOCATED.
MYSTERIOUS

This planet also have many mysteries and possesses mystic powers - as each episodes of Falcon will show.

The Stone of Powers

This is the power stone and this is what provides power to everything made and invented by soilmen on Thundarr. Power stone mines can be found only in the Thundarr deserts.
THIS IS THE DAUGHTER OF FARO FAROS FALCON THE THIRD - SHE INHERITED THE POWERS OF HER FATHER FALCON THIRD
PROSTITUTION IS A PERSONAL CHOICE & LEGAL IN THE CITY - MOST GIRLS CHOOSE THE PROFESSION BECAUSE OF ITS HIGH PAY AND INCOME.
The forest of Thundarr has a small village - the village where the "noseless huemen" have been living for centuries. The noseless huemen or soilmen have a strange custom where the female kind are never allowed to be clothed and the male kind boasts their large & long penis even when not erect.
Falcon - the protector of good, the destroyer of evil and the defender of TRUTH. Faro Faros finds the power ring which makes him FALCON THE THIRD. Original Episode were hand drawn back in January 20th 1991.

FALCON I was drawn in the winter of 1990. It was an inspiration from the cartoon series GALAXY RANGERS and the main character was based on Shane Gooseman. The entire episode was destroyed by the artist after a fit rage initiated by his father and his forced equation of “counting rice” dilemma on the artist at a very young age (12 yr).

Falcon comics started off when I drew my very first episode (now lost) where the power of Falcon arrives in planet Thundarr from space. The FALCON I was Chan Gooz Mon, he is not related to FALCON II or FALCON III. He was a craftsman who would make crafts to earn a living. He was the first FALCON to receive the Ring of Power directly from the Alien of Power Ring.

The Alien is yet to reveal which or what planet she originates from and why the Ring of Falcon was sent to Planet Thundarr.

I AM ALIANA AND I COME FROM A PLANET FAR AWAY FROM THIS PLANET (THUNDARR) - I CAME TO DELIVER THIS RING.......

THE RESPONSIBILITY OF THIS RING OF POWER IS FOR THAT INDIVIDUAL WHO IS TRUE OF HEART AND PURE OF MIND. OTHERWISE THE RING HAS NO POWER.

TO A RIGHTEOUS INDIVIDUAL WHO WILL USE IT WISELY TO STOP AND DEFEAT EVIL THINGS.

MY MASTER IS PURE OF HEARTS & I HAVE NO DOUBTS!
PURE OF HEARTS & I HAVE NO DOUBTS!
TERRATRIC - the Goddess of Planet Thundarr, the creator of good & evil and the SUPREME BEING that all inhabitants of Planet Thundarr MUST worship and bow down to - it is said the Power Ring of Falcon itself had originate on the head of TERRATRIC that is why it possesses such Mighty Power!

It is from the Goddess TERRATRIC that the power of Falcon arrived on planet Thundarr, from space - or rather the throne of TERRATRIC. The FALCON 1st was named Chan Gooz Mon, he is not related to FALCON II or FALCON III. He was a craftsman who would make silver crafts to earn a living. He was the first FALCON to receive the Ring of Power directly from the Alien who was actually an Angle from the Goddess TERRATRIC. That would make Chan Gooz Mon a prophet!

The Alien (fairy being) is yet to reveal where she has originated from and why the Ring of Falcon was sent by TERRATRIC to an inhabitant of Planet Thundarr.

( I BELIEVE IN TERRATRICS AND HAVE FULL FAITH ON HER! )
Egg-Creatures are a genetic creation of the misfit scientist Dr Deeds. The scientist was successful in incubating a life formula - which he formulated himself - and was able to inject it in the rectum of his daughter Clara Deeds. Clara is genetically unique as she never got sick in her whole life and also her saliva contains traces of living organisms that are capable of generating life forms. Her rectum showed the most presence of that organism hence Dr Deeds took full advantage of it.

Dr Deeds was caught by the law enforcement agency DEC (defence enforcement center) and sentenced to a life-term for his involvement in illegal genetic practices on his own daughter and for generating banned life-forms which has turned into pests like creatures similar to rats or mosquitose.

Clara was not charged and she remains "missing" ever since the Doctor's arrest and persecution. Clara is said to have powers over her Egg-Creatures who always obey her every command. The power of the pest are in her hands literally. They came from the smallest of holes and can fit in the smallest of holes anywhere and do wonders!
Falcon is not a hero in a bright colored costume who flies around in the sky damaging public property and taking no liability for the massive destructions!

Falcon is not a hero who wears his red or orange underwear over his pants.

Falcon is not a hero trying to fool any dumb readers into believing that a disguise such as that of Superman or He-man "works" in reality. Falcon does not underestimate the level of intelligence of any of its reader.

Falcon does not censor real emotions and real life scenario including pissing, farting, shitting & fucking!

Falcon does not censor gore or bloody scenes.

Falcon comic tries to avoid drawing awkward poses which looks fake and inhuman after awhile.

Falcon comic is not biased towards race, religion or creed.

Planet Thundarr has only one goddess, one religion and one type of race.